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M-OMULIMISA APP

- Providing agricultural extension services through the mobile phone.
- No need for a smart phone
- Students, extension workers and lecturers can respond to farmers’ queries.
- Students’ responses are first verified by lecturers before being sent to the farmer.
Farmers expected to register first.

Type “Farmer” space “district” space “sub-county” space “farmer’s full name” send to 8228
HOW TO SEND A QUESTION

Type:

▪ “Manya” or “Farm” or “Aingiset” then type the question and send to 8228.

▪ For example:

Aingiset my plants are turning yellow, what could be the problem?

Send to 8228
Questions are received on the interface, when a student responds, their answers to the farmers are first verified by a staff member, then sent to the farmers.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH.

I HOPE WE KEEP IN TOUCH